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Kinds of the Warning Tapes

※ warning tape-white with red words

Widely used in Constructing District,Dangerous Area,and isolation of Traffic Accident,And also in electronic circuit troubleshooting,road administration

,block of the environment-friendly project.This product is the the most convenient and economic isolation product.Division of the load and unload of the

goods,busy area;usually used cooperatively with traffic warning column in hotel,sporting place and shopping mall.

※ warning tape-strip

Such yellow balck,red white and green white warning tapes are usually used in the separation of traffic barrier and the isolation of workshop area.we can

make request size and thickness,also accept custom printing artwork.

Normal size:width between 7-15 cm;length between 100-500m,thickness between 30-150micron.

warning tape-yellow with balck wordsWarning tape-Biochemical hazard warning tape-detectablewarning tape-white with red words

LDPE warning tape normally without adhesive,usually used to warn people keep away from the dangerous area.Usually print with “caution”,  ”Danger”“

Do Not   cross”on it.The bright color can catch human eye easily.we can make request size and thickness,also accept custom printing artwork.

Definition of the Warning Tapes

warning tape-strip

Warning tape also called barrier strips ,caution tape and isolation strip,made of high quality PE(or PVC ,OPP/Al/PE compound material),printing the

warning letters or  zebra stripes on it.the color of warning tape is very bright,looks beautuful and suitable for any environment,cheap price and with good

tensile strength.
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※ warning tape-yellow with balck words

※ Warning tape-Biochemical hazard

Normal size:width between 7-15 cm;length between 100-500m,thickness between 30-150micron.

LDPE warning tape normally without adhesive,usually used to warn people keep away from the dangerous area.Usually print with “caution”,  ”Danger”“

Do Not   cross”on it.The bright color can catch human eye easily.we can make request size and thickness,also accept custom printing artwork.

Usually used for sovereignty nuisance in medical laboratory and clinical laboratory.The normal item is red color with print of Biochemical hazard symbol

or caution words.we can make request size and thickness,also accept custom printing artwork.

Normal size:width between 7-15 cm;length between 100-500m,thickness between 30-150micron.

※ warning tape-detectable

This item usually made of PE+BOPP+AL compound material,color is very bright,this one is called underground detectable warning tape .

Specific to all kinds of the  complex construction area of the pipe network ,road construction area and protection of the traffic accident scene,it has

obvious protective and warning effect to construction site and direct-buried pipeline in the field.Easy to construct ,construction and buried pipe at the

same time,the waring tape lay underground in the pipeline,30-50cm under the earth,it is a mark of warning to avoid the major accident caused by the

unnecessary damage in the later excavation and avoid the great economics and the properties loss.It is one simple ,economics and the people's lives

and properties product widely used in all kinds of directly-embedded pipeliner and safety protection of the cables.

Normal size:width between 7-15 cm;length between 100-500m,thickness between 30-150micron.

Normal size:width between 7-15 cm;length between 100-500m,thickness between 100-250micron.
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Take the BOPP packing tape as a example,length and width of the warning

tape can be customized,normal with is between 5-20cm,and length no

request,and length is ok.

This microcalliper is used to measure the thickness of plastic tape and plastuic

bags,if you have no idea of the method how to use it,you can click the left

botton to learn.

Measurement of the Warning Tapes

Below is microcalliper also called micrometer caliper,How to use it you

can click the below botton on the picture to check.
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About the paper core of the packing tape:

FOB shanghai/roll

Based on MOQ

US$1.7391

US$4.0235

US$2.7472

US$8.7696

US$3.3652

US$3.3600

17,960 22,450 US$3.2998

PT30010-7 300 0.100 Black letter Red 5 5000 12 9,920 18,530

0.100 Black strip Yellow 5

7,350 9,190 US$8.7130

WT10015 100 0.150 Black letter

Packing of the warning tape is similar to the BOPP packing tapes:

WT20012 200 0.120 Black letter Red 10 5000 4 3,940

5000 10 9,620

Color
Thickness MOQ Packing Quantity in Container(Roll) FOB shanghai/roll

16,180 20,230 US$3.9453

Red 8 5000 15 9,600

5 5000 24 19,300

17,930 22,410 US$2.6938

Length Width (micron) (Roll) (rolls/CTN) 1*20FCL 1*40FCL 1*40HQ Based on 1*20"GP

The normal size of the paper core is 7.6cm(3"),the paper

core has logo of our company,but we can also make

white paper core withour our logo,if you need custom

your own logo,the quantity must be very large.

Price of the warning tape:（LDPE）：

Item No.
Size(m)

Printing

23,160 US$3.2947

PT30010-5 300

36,070 45,100 US$1.7162

WT30010 300 0.100 Red letter White 6 5000 9 8,670

WT30005 300 0.050 Black strip Yellow

PS:The items in red is the hot sale and normal items,we have noted the price of the MOQ and 1*20"GP,if you need 1*40"HQ and other quantity please

contact with us.

Note:the one with printing will have a printing plate cost,the cost is based on your printing artwork.The artwork should be in AI /PDF or CorelDRAW.
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Picture 4：36 rolls in a carton,actual quantity based on the size of the packing tape

Picture 5：ready to sealing the carton

The above pictures is a 20" container,the outer size of it is 20x8x8feet 6inch,inner capacity is 5.69x2.13x2.18m,Gross weight of the cargo inside normally

17.5ton,volume is about 24-26CBM.

Picture 2：production of packing tape

Picture 3：inner packing

If you have special request of the packing,such as one roll in one bag and ect,please let us know detailed information,the extra packing will create extra cost.

Picture 6：packing finished,in the warehouse

Packing of the warning tape is similar to the BOPP packing tapes:

Picture 1：production of packing tape
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After checking the above information,if you are interest on our products,please send specifications of the products refer as the

sheet below,in order to catch with the best price.

Picture
Size(cm)

Material
Quantity

Packing Remark
Length Width (roll)

Thickness Printing

(micron) (color)

Guide inquiry manual of warning tapes
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